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Lecture 23: Topics

• Ziv–Lempel compression: Riding on the back of repetitions.

• Inexact sequence comparison: Introduction.
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Lecture 24: Plan

• Inexact sequence comparison.

• Global and local alignment.

• Dynamic programming to the rescue.
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Sequence Comparison
In lectures 14-15, we saw three different methods to find all exact
occurrences of a (short) pattern in a (long) text.

In many applications, if there is no exact match, an inexact one is
highly relevant. Yet the methods we saw cannot be modified (at least
not easily) to accommodate inexact matching.

Two examples where finding portions of the text that are similar to
the pattern (but not necessarily identical) is important:

• Music: A user hummed/whistled melody (the input query, or
pattern) is compared to an existing database of, say, MIDI files
(the text). The system then returns a list of pieces music,
ranked by their proximity to the input query.

• Biology: A newly sequenced gene or protein (the pattern) is
compared an existing database, e.g. NCBI (the text). Similar,
known genes or proteins provide a good prediction of the
function (and, for protein, structure) of the newly sequenced
query.
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Sequence Alignment: Definition

Let S, T be two sequences (strings) over the alphabet Σ. Let S be of
length n and T of length m (not necessarily the same length).

Let /∈ Σ (a “gap” symbol).

An alignment S′, T ′ is a pair of sequences over Σ
⋃
{ }, such that

1. S′, T ′ have the same length.

2. By removing all gaps from S′, we get S.

3. By removing all gaps from T ′, we get T .

4. There is no index i such that S′[i] = T ′[i] = .
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Sequence Alignment: A Few Examples

S =GCGCATGGATTGAGCGA, length n = 17.
T =TGCGCCATTGATGACCAT, length m = 18.

Four possible alignments:

GCGCATGGATTGAGCGA

TGCGCCATTGATGACCAT

GCGC ATGGATTGAGCGA

TGCGCCATTGAT GACC AT

GCGCATGGATTGAGCGA

TGCGCC ATTGATGACCA T

GCGCATGGATTGAGCGA

TGCGCCATTGATGACCAT

Is any of these alignments better than the others?
Is there a best alignment for these sequences?
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Measuring Quality of Alignment

Intuitively, we prefer alignments with

I Many perfect matches (positions i where S′[i] = T ′[i] ∈ Σ).

I Small number of mismatches (positions i where S′[i] 6= T ′[i],
and both are in Σ).

I Small number of indels (positions i where S′[i] ∈ Σ, T ′[i] = ,
or vice versa).

I Have no position i such that S′[i] = T ′[i] = .

We introduce a scoring function, σ : (Σ
⋃
{ })× (Σ

⋃
{ }) 7→ R. We

require that the function σ is symmetric, and that σ( , ) = −∞
(why?).
The score of an alignment is defined as

∑`−1
i=0 σ(S′[i], T ′[i]).
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The Simplest Scoring Function

The score of an alignment is defined as
∑`−1

i=0 σ(S′[i], T ′[i]).
Since we sum up the scores of individual pairs, such a function is
called an additive scoring function. Now that we have a way to

measure quality of alignments, we prefer alignments with higher
scores.

The simplest scoring function assigns the value +1 to perfect
matches, and -1 to mismatches and indels.
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Simplest Scoring Function: Python Code
def simple_scoring(x,y):

""" simple scoring function for pairs of

characters. match returns +1, mismatch -1,

and two gap symbols return minus infinity """

gap="_"

if x==y==gap:

return -10**7 # minus infinity

elif x==y:

return 1

else:

return -1

>>> simple_scoring("_","_")

-10000000

>>> simple_scoring("a","_")

-1

>>> simple_scoring("a","b")

-1

>>> simple_scoring("a","a")

1

>>> simple_scoring("aa","a")

-1 # simple_scoring does not check type of args

>>> simple_scoring (1,2)

-1
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Other Scoring Functions

More refined scoring functions are obviously possible. For example,
not all perfect matches necessarily have the same score, nor do all
mismatches. In general, the scoring function should be “tailor made”
to the application. Scoring for piano performances and violin
performances will be different. Scoring for recently and earlier
divergent proteins will be different.

Scoring often reflects what we know about properties of the individual
characters. E.g. for two amino acids, do they share properties like
acidity, polarity, hydrophobicity, charge, size, etc.? This is saying
essentially to what extent they are mutually replaceable.

When applicable, scoring will also reflect our knowledge on the
dynamics and evolution of the domain. It will often involve some
underlying probabilistic model. For example, using additive scoring
functions reflects an assumption that changes across different sites
occur independently.
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A Specific Example of Scoring Function

PAM250 (PAM = point accepted mutation) is a scoring function for amino

acids. Values along the diagonal are all positive. Most (but not all)

off-diagonal entries are negative. Note that indel scores are not specified.
11 / 44
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Finding Optimal Alignments

One could start by trying to generate all assignments, compute the
score for each, and keep the top ones. However, after some thought,
you will realize that the number of alignments is greater than

(
n+m
n

)
.

So for anything but very small values of n,m, this “heads on”
approach is infeasible.

Instead, we will use dynamic programming.
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Finding Optimal Alignments

Initially, we do not look for an optimal alignment. Instead, we look
for an optimal (maximal) score.

Let V (S, T )=max score(alignment).

The maximum is taken over all alignments of S and T ,
S=S[0]S[1]...S[n-1], and
T=T[0]T[1]...T[m-1].
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A Useful Notation

We denote by V [i, j], (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1, ) the score of
an optimal alignment between an prefix of length i of S and a prefix
of length j of T .

In other words, this is an alignment attaining maximal score between
S[0]S[1]...S[i-1], (i prefix of S) and
T[0]T[1]...T[j-2]T[j-1] (j prefix of T ).

Let us put aside the actual alignment for a while, and see instead
how the score of the optimal alignment can be computed. Using the
notation above, this value is V (n,m).

Once we do that, we’ll get back to the alignment itself.
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Recursive Thinking

Suppose we process the values V [i, j] in some order, such that for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1, V [i− 1, j − 1], V [i− 1, j] , and
V [i, j − 1] are computed before V [i, j].

How does the optimal alignment of
S[0]S[1]...S[i-2]S[i-1] and
T[0]T[1]...T[j-2]T[j-1] end?

There are exactly three possibilities:

1. It ends with the letter S[i-1] aligned against the letter T[j-1].

2. It ends with S[i-1] aligned against a gap, .

3. It ends with a gap, , aligned against T[j-1].

(the option of a gap aligned against a gap is ruled out.)
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Case Analysis: Computing V [i, j]

1. Optimal alignment ends with the letter S[i-1] aligned against
the letter T[j-1]. In this case, we have
V [i, j] = V [i− 1, j − 1] + σ(S[i− 1], T [j − 1]).

2. Optimal alignment ends with S[i-1] aligned against a gap, .
In this case, we have V [i, j] = V [i− 2, j − 1] + σ(S[i− 1], ).

3. Optimal alignment ends with a gap, aligned against T[j-1].
In this case, we have V [i, j] = V [i− 1, j − 2] + σ( , T [j − 1]).

We want the possibility that will maximize the value. We do not
know in advance which possibility it will be, so we take

V [i, j] = max


V [i− 1, j − 1] + σ(S[i− 1], T [j − 1])
V [i− 2, j − 1] + σ(S[i− 1], )
V [i− 1, j − 2] + σ( , T [j − 1])
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Base Cases: V [i, 0], V [0, j]

V [i, 0] is the value of an optimal alignment of S[0]S[1]...S[i-1]
and the empty prefix of T . There is just one way to set up such an
alignment, namely
S[0]S[1]...S[i-1]

... .

The score of this alignment is therefore V [i, 0] =
∑i−1

k=0 σ(S[k], ).

Likewise, V [0, j] =
∑j−1

k=0 σ( , T [k]).
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Recursive Program: Computing V [i, j] in Python

def alignment_score(S,T,i,j,scoring=simple_scoring ):

""" a recursive program to compute the score

of an optimal alignment between S[0:i] and

T[0:j]. simple_scoring is default parameter """

assert type(S)==str and type(T)== str

assert i<=len(S) and j<=len(T)

gap="_"

if i==j==0: # both strings are empty

return 0

elif j==0:

return sum(scoring(x,gap) for x in S[0:i])

elif i==0:

return sum(scoring(y,gap) for y in T[0:j])

else:

m=max(

alignment_score(S,T,i-1,j-1)+ scoring(S[i-1],T[j-1]),

alignment_score(S,T,i-1,j)+ scoring(S[i-1],gap),

alignment_score(S,T,i,j-1)+ scoring(gap ,T[j-1]) )

# print(i,j,m) # used for debugging

return m
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Execution Examples: Computing V [i, j] in Python

We use the usual suspects (who will not complain to the Dean :-)

>>> alignment_score("Benny","Benny" ,0,0)

0

>>> alignment_score("Benny","Benny" ,1,1)

1

>>> alignment_score("Benny","Benny" ,5,5)

5

>>> alignment_score("Benny","Benny" ,5,4)

3

>>> alignment_score("Benny","Rani" ,4,4)

-2

>>> alignment_score("Benny","Rani" ,5,4)

-3

We are done, and can now go to the beach!

Should we really go to the beach now?

Lets run the code again, while enabling the print(i,j,m) command.
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Execution Example, Enabling print(i,j,m)
>>> alignment_score("Benny","Benny" ,3,4)

1 1 1

1 2 0

1 1 1

1 2 0

1 3 -1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 2 0

#

# deleted many lines here

#

1 1 1

2 1 0

2 2 2

1 1 1

2 1 0

3 1 -1

3 2 1

3 3 3

3 4 2

2

What is going on here?
20 / 44
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What Is Going On
We encountered this phenomenon already in Lecture 9. The recursive
function makes repeated calls to the same arguments (e.g. i=1,j=1 is
called 6 times just in the truncated execution above). This will, of
course, adversely affect the running time.
The following timing examples (without the print(i,j,m)), show
there is no hope to compare the whole suit of lower case and capital
English letters (on my humble MacBook, at least).

>>> import timeit

>>> S="abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz"

>>> T="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"

>>> timeit.timeit(lambda : alignment_score(S,T,7,7), number =1)

0.18287897109985352

>>> timeit.timeit(lambda : alignment_score(S,T,8,8), number =1)

0.9655659198760986 # one second

>>> timeit.timeit(lambda : alignment_score(S,T,9,9), number =1)

5.287621974945068 # five seconds

>>> timeit.timeit(lambda : alignment_score(S,T,10,10), number =1)

29.75423002243042 # half a minute

>>> timeit.timeit(lambda : alignment_score(S,T,11,11), number =1)

165.06444096565247 # over two minutes and a half
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Computing V [i, j] Iteratively: Python Code
We use a dictionary to store all intermediate values, and return the
whole dictionary.
def alignment_score_iter(S,T,scoring=simple_scoring ):

""" an iterative program to compute the score

of an optimal alignment between S and T.

Employs a dictionary to store intermediate

values and output. simple_scoring is default parameter """

assert type(S)==str and type(T)== str

l=len(S); k=len(T); gap="_"

values ={(0 ,0):0} # initialize dictionary

for i in range(1,l+1):

values[i,0]= values[i-1,0]+ scoring(S[i-1],gap)

for j in range(1,k+1):

values[0,j]= values[0,j-1]+ scoring(gap ,T[j-1])

# now both boundaries are filled

for i in range(1,l+1):

for j in range(1,k+1):

values[i,j]=max(

values[i-1,j-1]+ scoring(S[i-1],T[j-1]),

values[i-1,j]+ scoring(S[i-1],gap),

values[i,j-1]+ scoring(gap ,T[j -1]))

return values

Notice that there are no recursive calls whatsoever. 22 / 44
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Execution Examples: Computing V [i, j] Iteratively in
Python

>>> S="Benny"; T="Rani"; V=alignment_score_iter(S,T)

>>> print(V[3,3],V[4,4],V[5,4])

-1 -2 -3

>>> S="abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz"; T="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"

>>> V=alignment_score_iter(S,T)

>>> print(V[5,15], V[26 ,26])

-15 -26

>>> timeit.timeit(lambda : alignment_score_iter(S,T),number =1)

0.0019168853759765625 # much more reasonable
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More Execution Examples: Computing (Histone H1)

>>>S="AETAPAAPADSVPASVEKPPAKKRGKKPVGLTGTSRKAPSASVSKLITEALSVSQERAG

MSLAALKKALAAAGYDVEKNNSRIKLGLKSLVGKGILVQTRGTGASGSFKLSKKAAPEPRKGKVK

KPAAAKTKKLVLSRDSKSPKSAKANKRAKKSRTTAAQKAARSGRKTKEAKVKQQRKSPAKAAAK

PKAGNPKLTQQKTNPRKATNRK" # Sus scrofa (pig), Histone H1

>>>T="MAEVAPAASAPPAKAPKKKSAAKAKKAGPAVGDLIVKAMSASKERSGVSLAALKEALAAG

GYDVEKRNSRIKLAIKSLVTKGILLQVKGTGASGSFKISKKETETKKKPAKNAAPKAKKPAAKKPAA

AKKPKSAAAKKPAAKKSPKKAKKPAAAAKKATKSPKKAKKPAAPKKAAKSPKKTKACQTQDSKA"

# Carassius auratus (goldfish), Histone H1

>>> print(len(S),len(T))

210 191

>>> V=alignment_score_iter(S,T)

>>> print(V[210 ,191] , V[191 ,160] , V[171 ,160])

7 15 17 # What do these numbers mean?
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Who Cares About the Values?

Comparing the two H1 Histones of pig (211 AA long) and goldfish
(191 AA long), we found

>>> V=alignment_score_iter(S,T)

>>> print(V[210 ,191] , V[191 ,160] , V[171 ,160])

7 15 17

And then we asked ourselves “what do these numbers mean?”. Does
an outcome of 6 have any significance? What about 13?

In fact, in most applications it is the alignment itself we are after, not
just the values V [i, j]. And indeed this was our motivation to begin
with.

We will look at a relatively small portion of the V [i, j] table and see
what it can tell us (provided we listen. . . ).
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Who Cares About the Values?
We pick two relatively small slices of S,T:

>>> S[2:10];T[4:13]

’TAPAAPAD ’

’APAASAPPA ’

>>> print(len(S[2:10]) , len(T[4:13]))

8 9

>>> V=alignment_score_iter(S[2:10] ,T[4:13])

>>> for i in range (9):

print([V[i,j] for j in range (10)])

[0, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

[-1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

[-2, 0, -1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7]

[-3, -1, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3, -4, -5]

[-4, -2, 0, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3]

[-5, -3, -1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2]

[-6, -4, -2, 0, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 0]

[-7, -5, -3, -1, 1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2]

[-8, -6, -4, -2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1]

Before trying to reconstruct the optimal alignment, we point out that
since S[2:10] has length 8, while T[4:13] has length 9, any
alignment (including the optimal one) must contain at least one gap.
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Finding an Optimal Alignment
>>> S[2:10];T[4:13]

’TAPAAPAD ’

’APAASAPPA ’

We find the optimal alignment by tracing back from V[9,10].
[0, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

[-1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

[-2, 0, -1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7]

[-3, -1, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3, -4, -5]

[-4, -2, 0, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3]

[-5, -3, -1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2]

[-6, -4, -2, 0, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 0]

[-7, -5, -3, -1, 1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2]

[-8, -6, -4, -2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1]

Recall that

V [9, 10] = max

{
V [8, 9] + σ(“D”, “A”) = 1 +−1 = 0
V [8, 10] + σ(“D”, ) = 2 +−1 = 1
V [9, 9] + σ( , “A”) = 1 +−1 = 0

So the optimal alignment goes through V[8,10], and it ends in
D vs. .
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Finding an Optimal Alignment (2)

TAPAAPA D

APAASAPPA

We find the optimal alignment by tracing back from V[8,10].

[0, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

[-1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

[-2, 0, -1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7]

[-3, -1, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3, -4, -5]

[-4, -2, 0, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3]

[-5, -3, -1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2]

[-6, -4, -2, 0, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 0]

[-7, -5, -3, -1, 1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2]

[-8, -6, -4, -2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1]

We now have

V [8, 10] = max

{
V [7, 9] + σ(“A”, “A”) = 1 + 1 = 2
V [7, 10] + σ(“A”, ) = 0 +−1 = −1
V [8, 9] + σ( , “A”) = 1 +−1 = 0

So the optimal alignment goes through V[7,9], and it ends in
A vs. A.
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Finding an Optimal Alignment (3)

TAPAAP AD

APAASAPP A_

We find the optimal alignment by tracing back from V[7,9].

[0, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

[-1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

[-2, 0, -1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7]

[-3, -1, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3, -4, -5]

[-4, -2, 0, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3]

[-5, -3, -1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2]

[-6, -4, -2, 0, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 0]

[-7, -5, -3, -1, 1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2]

[-8, -6, -4, -2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1]

We now have

V [7, 9] = max

{
V [6, 8] + σ(“P”, “P”) = 0 + 1 = 1
V [6, 9] + σ(“P”, ) = −1 +−1
V [7, 8] + σ( , “P”) = 2 +−1 = 1

We now have two optimal alignments: One goes through V[6,8],
and it ends in P vs. P.
The other goes through V[7,8], and it ends in vs. P.
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Finding Optimal Alignments (4)

TAPAA PAD TAPAAP _AD

APAASAP PA_ APAASAP PA_

We’ll track here only alignment(s) passing through V[7,8].

[0, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

[-1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

[-2, 0, -1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7]

[-3, -1, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3, -4, -5]

[-4, -2, 0, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3]

[-5, -3, -1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2]

[-6, -4, -2, 0, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 0]

[-7, -5, -3, -1, 1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2]

[-8, -6, -4, -2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1]

We now have

V [7, 8] = max

{
V [6, 7] + σ(“P”, “P”) = 1 + 1 = 2
V [6, 8] + σ(“P”, ) = 0 +−1 = −1
V [7, 7] + σ( , “P”) = 1 +−1 = 0

There is one optimal alignments, going through V[6,7] and ending
in P vs. P.
(Incidentally, the other optimal alignment goes through V[6,7] too.)
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Finding Optimal Alignments (5)

TAPAA _PAD P_AD

APAASA PPA_ PPA_

So far, the two optimal alignments pass through V[6,7].

[0, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

[-1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

[-2, 0, -1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7]

[-3, -1, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3, -4, -5]

[-4, -2, 0, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3]

[-5, -3, -1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2]

[-6, -4, -2, 0, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 0]

[-7, -5, -3, -1, 1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2]

[-8, -6, -4, -2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1]

We now have

V [6, 7] = max

{
V [5, 6] + σ(“A”, “A”) = 0 + 1
V [5, 7] + σ(“A”, ) = −1 +−1
V [6, 6] + σ( , “A”) = 2 +−1

Again, two optimal alignments, one going through V[5,6] and
ending in A vs. A.
The other goes through V[6,6], and it ends in vs. A.
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Optimal Partial Alignments After 5 Steps

TAPA A_PAD

APAAS APPA_

TAPA AP_AD

APAAS APPA_

TAPAA __PAD

APAAS APPA_

TAPAA _P_AD

APAAS APPA_

This process can be continued until (complete) optimal alignments
are produced, but at this point we will stop doing so systematically.
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Six Complete Optimal Alignments

TAP_A_A_PAD TAPA__A_PAD TAP_A_AP_AD TAPA__AP_AD

_APAASAPPA_ _APAASAPPA_ _APAASAPPA_ _APAASAPPA_

TAPAA___PAD TAPAA__P_AD

_APAASAPPA_ _APAASAPPA_

As we can see, all scores are indeeds +1, which is optimal.

This was done manually, which certainly carries an educational value,
yet is tedious, and highly error prone.
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Optimal Alignments, Again
We have colored here the entries in the V[i,j] table having some
optimal alignment passing through them. Every alignment
corresponds to a backwards-upwards path in the table, starting in
V[n,m], going through annotated entries only, and ending at V[0,0].

A P A A S A P P A

[0, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

T [-1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9]

A [-2, 0, -1, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7]

P [-3, -1, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3, -4, -5]

A [-4, -2, 0, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -3]

A [-5, -3, -1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2]

P [-6, -4, -2, 0, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 0]

A [-7, -5, -3, -1, 1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2]

D [-8, -6, -4, -2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1]

Not every such path corresponds to an optimal alignment. For
example, the entries V[4,3]=2 and V[3,3]=0 are both colored, yet
no optimal alignment goes through V[4,3]=2 and V[3,3]=0 (why?).
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From Values to Alignments, Algorithmically

Given two strings S, T of lengths n,m, we first construct the
(n+ 1)-by-(m+ 1) table V[i,j]. In addition to the values, we store
in each entry a back pointer (or pointers). The pointer(s) indicates
“how we got there”. That is, which of the three options for the max

actually yielded the final value. Note that this could be one, two, or
three entries.

Starting at V[n,m], we trace a path of these pointers back to
V[0,0]. Every such path determines an optimal alignment.

Note that there could be exponentially many (in m+ n) optimal
alignments.
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Time Complexity

Our procedure alignment score iter(S,T) spends a constant
number of operations for each entry V[i,j]. So if S is of length n
and T is of length m, the time complexity O(nm). This is quadratic
in n+m, the length of the input.

Not as efficient as the exact match algorithms, which were essentially
linear in the input length, yet good enough for strings that are
thousands to tens of thousands characters long (even on a humble
MacBook).

Planting the back pointers also takes a constant number of operations
per cell. So the overall complexity is O(nm). Finding one alignment
takes time proportional to the length of the path, namely O(n+m).

Tracing k different alignments will thus take O(knm) steps. As
pointed out earlier, the number of optimal alignments, k, could be
exponential in O(n+m)
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Space Complexity

The way the algorithm was described, we store the whole table,
implying O(nm) space. This could be a serious bottleneck if n and
m are large, say both around 105 (while taking that many steps,
around 1010, is feasible on modern hardware).

If all we want is the score of the optimal alignment, then we just
need to keep a “front row” of the table, fill in the next one, then
reuse the old row. This means that O(min(n,m)) space suffices.

However, if we want an alignment (we do!) and forget the previous
rows, we will not be able to reconstruct a backwards upwards path in
the table. This seems to indicate a Ω(nm) lower bound on the space
complexity.

Is this a valid argument? We’ll let you ponder this.
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Similarity vs. Distance

So far, we focused on finding the similarity among S,T, where the
alignments sought were those with maximal score.

Alternatively, we may be interested in distance between S,T, and at
alignments that minimize the (appropriate) score.

Distances should satisfy three properties:

I For every S, D(S,S)=0.

I For every S,T, D(S,T)=D(T,S).

I For every R,S,T, D(R,T) ≤ D(R,S)+D(S,T) (4 inequality).

Similarity and distance are intuitively correlated (more precisely, anti
correlated). But there is no systematic and satisfying way to turn one
into the other.

In certain contexts, we are interested in distances rather than in
similarities. To handle this, we should first have an appropriate
scoring function for pairs of characters.
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Simplest Distance Scoring Function: Python Code

def simple_dist(x,y):

""" simple scoring function for pairs of

characters. match returns 0, mismatch/indel +1 ,

and two gap symbols return plus infinity """

gap="_"

if x==y==gap:

return 10**7 # infinity

elif x==y:

return 0

else:

return 1

>>> simple_dist("a","a")

0

>>> simple_dist("a","aa")

1

>>> simple_dist("_","aa")

1

>>> simple_dist("_","_")

10000000
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Optimal Distance Alignments: Iterative Python Code
def distance_score_iter(S,T,scoring=simple_dist ):

""" an iterative program to compute the distance

of an optimal alignment between S and T.

Employs a dictionary to store intermediate

values. simple_scoring is default parameter """

assert type(S)==str and type(T)== str

l=len(S); k=len(T); gap="_"

values ={(0 ,0):0} # initialize dictionary

for i in range(1,l+1):

values[i,0]= values[i-1,0]+ scoring(S[i-1],gap)

for j in range(1,k+1):

values[0,j]= values[0,j-1]+ scoring(gap ,T[j-1])

# now both boundaries are filled

for i in range(1,l+1):

for j in range(1,k+1):

values[i,j]=min(

values[i-1,j-1]+ scoring(S[i-1],T[j-1]),

values[i-1,j]+ scoring(S[i-1],gap),

values[i,j-1]+ scoring(gap ,T[j -1]))

return values

This is the similarity code, mutatis mutandis. (Just changed max to
min, and scoring=simple scoring to scoring=simple dist.)
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Edit Distance

The edit distance between two strings S,T is defined as the minimum
number of edit operations needed to transform one string into the
other. The operations are insertion, deletion, or substitution of a
single character. The edit distance is also called Levenshtein distance,
after Vladimir Levenshtein, the Russian mathematician (born 1935)
who considered this distance in 1965.
Example: S=Shudu, T=Shoded:

1. Shudu -> Shody (one substitution)

2. Shodu -> Shode (one substitution)

3. Shode -> Shoded (one insertion)

All by all, we transformed S=Shudu into T=Shoded using 3 edit
operations. (To argue the edit distance is 3, we should show no edit
sequence of length 2 or less will do the job).
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Computing Edit Distance

To find the edit distance between two strings S,T, and optimal edit
sequence(s), we just compute distance score iter(S,T)!
(But, don’t take our word for granted. Think about this...).

>>> S="Shudu"

>>> T="Shoded"

>>> V=distance_score_iter(S,T)

>>> V[6,5]

3

We see that the edit distance is indeed 3. As we will see below, there
are two different edit sequences with that many operations. Notice
that distances along an alignment are monotonically non decreasing.
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Finding Edit Sequence
>>> for i in range(len(S)+1):

print ([V[i,j] for j in range(len(T)+1)])

S h o d e d

[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]

S [1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

h [2, 1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4]

u [3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4]

d [4, 3, 2, 2, 1, 2, 3]

u [5, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 3]

Shoded Shoded

Shud_u Shudu_

If you were wondering who Shudu is, here are some recent photos:
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Global Alignment

The alignment version we studies so far is called global alignment:
We aligned the whole sequence S to the whole sequence T.

It is known as the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, after its inventors
(1970).

Global alignment is appropriate when S,T are highly similar. For
example, both are AA sequences of the protein Histone, one in
human and one in mouse (yes, mouse! Our human genes are 96%
identical to mouse genes).

But global alignment makes little sense if S,T are highly dissimilar or
have very different lengths. For example, when S (“the query”) is
very short, but T (“the database”) is very long.
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